ACTIVITIES AND ACHIEVEMENTS OF CKN IN 2010

Meeting at Schneider Electric to implement a more significant project for CKN

CKN receives the 2010 award
of the Association “Victoire des
Autodidactes” – Paris

We are pushing further into our photovoltaic grid for villages experiment
(cooperation with Schneider Electric)

7 CKN trainers sponsored by
Schneider Electric completed their
training in March 2010. 3 others will
finish their training next November.
More and more people and groups
visit CKN, and are interested in its
particular
approach.
“Besides
numerous organizations which are
doing a remarkable humanitarian
assistance job, CKN is of a rare
particular kind, which undertakes in
priority efforts for development
itself through the difficult path of
training” they say.

Vannak, CKN trainer, representing
Cambodia at the ASEAN competition
(May 2010) in Industrial Electronics.

Pr. Rethy Chhem, Head of the
Human Health Department at
the
International
Atomic
Energy Agency in Vienna,
visited our Center (June 2010).
He wrote to us: “I can feel in
your Center a great potential
for the training of technicians
and engineers in the future…
You have created a remarkable
educational entity in terms of
pedagogy… I remain at your
disposal if you need any help”.

We also received
the visit of Mr. Alain
Vidal,
CPWF
program manager in
Colombo-SriLanka

Pr. K.McKinney, President and CEO of
Saxeus Corporation (Nevada-US), visited
CKN in July and then wrote to us: “What
you are doing in your school is very
exciting, and I hope that in some small
way we may be able to contribute to your
success”.

Pr. M. Pedoussaut and Mrs.
N. Bensimon, Directors of
IUT d’Orsay, help us this
year in Electronics training.

Mr. Toch Sovanna (and Mr. L.
Vuthy), Head of the Energy
Department of the Ministry of
Industry, visited the CKN facilities (solar energy, biogasifier,
training…). They introduced us to
many International Institutions.

ESF-CIF, Gurcy le
Chatel, is preparing
to assist us with
educational
and
training equipment.

Participation with FORIM to
the work session at the French
Ministry of Integration and
Solidarity Development, on the
organization of the “Journee
Mondiale
des
Migrants”.
Forim will send in October a
team to make a capitalization
visit at CKN in Cambodia in
view of this day event.

UNESCO Cambodia renewed with CKN the
contract to organizing in Phnom Penh a
Seminar-Technical Exhibition, event which
took place last year with success at the
National Institute of Education.

With the head of
St Marcellin high
school, who helped
us with educational
equipment.

Mr. Romont, from Paris, was
part of a group of tourists who
visited CKN. He continues to
help us in the field of printed
circuits technology.

Pr. Gerd Junne, Head of the
Social Department of the
University of Amsterdam
visited CKN in May. “CKN
is an excellent example of
knowledge transfer”, he
declared during a workshop
in Phnom Penh.

Visit of Im-Saroeun at ETC (LeusdenNetherlands). Signature of two
agreements of partnership (Energy
and Pedagogy in technical training).

